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ABSTRACT
Considering that a driver decides to exit a highway upon seeing the guide sign upstream of an
exit, subsequently the driver in an inside lane or the middle lanes must move onto the outside lane
prior to exiting. The concern is whether the driver can accomplish this task safely and smoothly.
It is apparent that an upstream exit sign cannot be placed too close to an exit or too far beyond
several exits upstream. The MUTCD recommends that the sign should be placed 1 mile and 2
miles upstream of an exit without explaining the reasons for selecting the 1 mile distance. By
integrating driver decisions, vehicle acceleration characteristics, tire-road traction into a single
analytic framework, the location upstream of an exit where an exit sign should be installed is
determined for a driver to get off at the right exit successfully. Practitioners can easily apply these
user friendly formulae and equations derived from the framework to compute the required
distance ‘D’ between a highway exit and an upstream exit sign for guiding drivers to exit the
highway safely. Additionally, parameters for these formulae can be adjusted to resemble various
exiting scenarios.
1. INTRODUTCTION
According to the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) [1], freeway
exit guide signs are placed 2 miles ahead, 1 mile ahead of the exit, and right at the exit
gore area. The exit sign which drivers see first would alert driver the exit is 2 miles
ahead and they should adjust the traveling speed; the exit sign which the drivers see next
would remind the drivers to get into the right lane; and the exit sign at the gore shows
the driver where the exit is. However, the reasons for installing the guide sign 1 mile
apart from the exit and 1 mile apart from each other haven’t been explained in literature
with clarity based on user-oriented physical scenarios. An analytical formulation is
presented in this paper attempting to determine quantitatively the installation location
for these advance exit guide signs. It is suggested that the exit guide sign should be
placed at a location to allow a passenger vehicle driver to have sufficient time to
accomplish the necessary lane change by either overtaking or following a vehicle
ahead. This exit maneuvering becomes more difficult if the overtaken vehicle is
long/heavy as schematically sketched in Figure 1.
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When a passenger vehicle driver is preparing to exit upon seeing the exit sign, the
driver must decide either to slow down to merge behind the heavy vehicle or to
accelerate to pass the heavy vehicle. It is apparent that the exit guide sign must be
installed far enough upstream to allow the passenger vehicle driver to decelerate to coast
behind the heavy vehicle or pass the heavy vehicle to exit the freeway ahead. In order
to determine the distance where the exit sign should be placed upstream of the exit, one
may break the entire existing process into two phases, the first one is to accelerate to
overtake the heavy vehicle in the outside lane, and the second one is to decelerate to an
intended or desired speed right before moving onto the off-ramp. The exit sign location
will then be found based on a physical framework by summing up the required distance
traveled by the passenger vehicle in each phase [2].
2. FORMULATION
In Figure 1, the passenger car and the heavy vehicle are traveling at speed νp, and νT.
The distance ‘D’ from the decision point to the exit is given by
(1)
In order for the passenger car to pass safely before moving onto the exit off-ramp,
the distance ‘Sp’ traveled by the passenger car in phase 1 of the exiting process, should
be related to the distance ‘LT’ traveled by the heavy vehicle for the same duration via the
following equation
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Figure 1. A schematic plot of the exit sign location before an off-ramp with an
overtaking scenario
Distance LT traveled by the heavy vehicle at constant speed νT is given by
(3)
The distance ‘Sp’ traveled by the passenger car has to do with its acceleration power.
The attainable acceleration of a passenger vehicle, known to decrease with speed, is
characterized by the maximal attainable acceleration α at very low speed, and the rate
of decreasing acceleration β. Namely, the attainable acceleration ‘a’ for a passenger
vehicle at a given speed ν is equal to α − βν for 0 < ν < α /β. One now can find the
distance traveled by the passenger car over a duration time ‘t’ to be
(4)
The detailed derivation of this equation can be found elsewhere [2]. The symbol ℵ
represents a step function. The parameter δ now stands for a decision time instead of a
simple perception-reaction time.
By solving Equation (2) and Equation (4), one can determine the minimal distance
LT needed for the passenger car to complete the overtaking before moving onto
the intended off-ramp. Once the distance LT is determined, one can use Eq. (1) to find
the minimal required distance for installing a warning/guide sign at an upstream
location away from the exit off-ramp. Equations (2) and (4) can be combined to yield
(5)
Where parameters τ– = −δ + LT /νT , and d
–
= Lp + LH + d − ∆δ, and the speed
differential ∆ = νp − νT. By finding the solution for time, one obtains the distance LT ,
which in turn can be inserted into Eq. (3) to calculate the distance LW for determining
‘D’ in Eq. (1).
Equation (5) can be solved by iterating the following expression
(6)
Parameters α1 and α2 represent respectively α − βνp, and α − βνT. Equation (6),
which has been discussed elsewhere to address an onramp merging scenario [2], can be
iterated to approximate the exact solution to an arbitrary accuracy. Since a solution that
is accurate beyond the 3rd digit after the decimal point for Eq. (6) isn’t needed, iterating
Eq. (6) a few dozen times should yield a practically good enough solution providing that
an initial guess τ–0 hasn’t been unreasonably chosen to start Eq. (6). Here, we use τ
–
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represent the solution for Eq. (6). The length LT can then be computed via the following
expression
(7)
Plotted in Figure 2 is the length LT against the speed differential ∆(= νp − νT) by setting
parameters α, β, δ, νT, d, Lp, and LH to be 2.25 m/s2, 0.05625/s, 5.0 s, 29 m/s (104.4 kph),
11.6 m, 5.8 m, and 22.4 m respectively. This length LT is the distance traveled by the heavy
vehicle during the passenger vehicle’s overtaking. Here, parameter ‘d’ is chosen to be twice
of the passenger car length and ‘LH’ to be the length of the WB-20 design vehicle [3]. The
required weaving length as shown in Figure 2 decreases with the speed differential ∆
because overtaking ahead takes less time with a relatively faster passenger vehicle.
In order to accommodate most overtaking scenarios, speed differential ∆ may be
chosen in the neighborhood of –2.78m/s, approximately –10 kph.
In phase 2 of the exiting process, the passenger vehicle merges into the outside lane and
decelerates to an intended off-ramp speed ν0 from its higher speed νF when completing
the overtaking. The corresponding deceleration time duration τd will be given by
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Figure 2. The heavy vehicle traveled distance LT for a set of physical parameters is
plotted against the speed differential between the passenger vehicle and
the heavy vehicle
Where the passenger vehicle speed νF at the end of the overtaking is given by
(9)
The vehicle’s deceleration is characterized by the expression
Where expression ℵ(t − δ−) represents a step function, and both parameters α− and
β− aren’t positive. The passenger vehicle traveled distance Ld in this deceleration
duration τd is calculated via Eq. (4)
(10)
Upon slowing down, the deceleration may vary with driver, speed, weather, road
surface, and pavement condition. The deceleration decision time δ− made after the lane
switching is assumed to be around 3 seconds here, slightly higher than the reaction time
applied to compute highway sight distance. A panic situation where a driver would
suddenly slam the brake causing the vehicle to skid onto the off ramp isn’t perceived
here as a normal driver’s behavior. A driver is likely to decelerate a vehicle in a
controllable and comfortable manner. Hence, a constant deceleration with parameter β−
set to zero, can be used here to approximate the vehicle deceleration. Equation (10) now
can be reduced to the known expression of constant deceleration,
(11)
The speed ν0 very much has to do with the radius of the off-ramp or the length of the
diagonal ramp. Depending on driver behavior and vehicle acceleration characteristics,
speed ν0 is expected to be in the neighborhood of 16 m/s (35 mph) for a circular off-ramp
and could be around 20 m/s (45 mph) for a diagonal off-ramp. The deceleration rate 
α− should be chosen less than an alarming rate applied for computing the stopping sight
distance on a highway and greater than that caused by rolling friction and air resistance
along when the driver’s foot is off the gas pedal; namely, ~ – 3 m/s2 < α− < ∼ −1 m/s2.
The constant deceleration α− should be chosen in the neighborhood of −2 m/s2; but a
practitioner may pick a reasonable deceleration α− to approximate the driver deceleration
behavior near off ramps.
The distance D for the exit sign location is ready to be expressed as
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To illustrate this exiting process, we plot the distance ‘D’ in Figure 3 for various
initial speed differential ∆ between the passenger car and the heavy vehicle by
setting parameters α−, α, β, β−, δ, δ−, νT, ν0, d , Lp, and LH to be −1.5 m/s2, 2.25 m/s2,
0.05625/s, 0., 5.0 s, 3.0 s, 29 m/s, 15 m/s, 11.6 m, 5.8 m, and 22.4 m respectively.
It is obvious that the distance ‘D’ decreases with higher initial speed νp of the
passenger vehicle. It seems appropriate to recommend selecting the exit sign
location such that a passenger car with assumed speed −8 kph (5 mph) slower than
the heavy vehicle at the beginning of the passing would be able to complete the
exiting process safely before proceeding onto the off-ramp. Examining Figure 3,
one may find that this exit sign location should be approximately 1100 meters for
the above presented example. Note that this suggested distance ‘D’, depending on a
set of chosen physical parameters, isn’t a universal number. A practitioner can
always tune the physical parameters to fit a typical exiting scenario for any off-
ramp from design, safe operation, and traffic control/management viewpoints. As a
result, the exit sign location at a distance ‘D’ upstream of the off-ramp may vary
substantially. Furthermore, one may even consider more complex exiting scenarios
in which much longer distance ‘D’ would be anticipated to accomplish the
foreseeable exiting maneuvers. The distance ‘D’ given in Eq. (12) may be shortened
by noting the fact that a driver usually sees the exit sign ahead. However, this
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Figure 3. The distance ‘D’ where an exit sign should be placed away from an 
off-ramp for a given set of physical parameters is plotted against the
speed differential between the passenger vehicle and the heavy vehicle
shortening in the distance ‘D’, complicated by the 3-dimensional location of the
exit sign, is expected to be a few hundred feet. On the other hand, one may view the
distance ‘D’ given by Eq. (12) provides a diver with sufficient time to exit the freeway
safely and comfortably.
If a speed dependent deceleration is considered prior to getting into the off-ramp, the
expression for distance ‘D’ will be computed via a slightly more complicated equation.
(13)
3. CONCLUSIONS
An analytic framework modeling a freeway exit process is presented by integrating the
human-vehicle-roadway interaction. The equation for computing the distance ‘D’
between a highway exit and an upstream exit guide sign is derived based on the
framework with 11 independent but necessary physical parameters for gauging the
exiting process. This frame work is applied to estimate the distance ‘D’ by assigning
reasonable numeric values to the parameters. The proper distance ‘D’ is found to be in
the neighborhood of 1100 meters, which a passenger car at the speed of 100 kph
(62.5 mph) would take approximately 40 seconds to travel through. A normal driver
would find this duration acceptable because it takes only around two thirds of a minutes
from the time the driver seeing the exit sign to the time the driver exit the highway if the
driver choose to coast along the outside lane. Moreover, forty seconds duration provides
enough time for a conservative driver to find a gap between vehicles on a highway to
move onto the outside lane from the inside or middle lanes. The distance ‘D’ was
recommended to be 1 mile or 1600 meters for the second exit sign in the MUTCD,
which is about 45% longer than what has been computed based on the above presented
framework; but the suggestion of using two exit signs at two well separated locations
makes sure a normal driver would not miss the exit [1]. It is recommended that the
distance between the two exit signs should be roughly equal to the distance ‘D’
computed using Eq. (12) or Eq. (13), which is expected to be between half of a mile
(800 m) and three quarters of a mile (1200 m). One may question whether the distance
‘D’ computed via Eq. (12) or Eq. (13) is long enough for a driver to exit a highway
safely assuming that s/he is on the inside lane of a 10-lane freeway upon seeing the exit
sign, located 1100 meters away from the intended downstream exit? The answer cannot
be straightforward because the driver can take various possible paths to achieve this goal
or miss the exit at occasions. It is conceivable that the driver would choose to switch
across 4 lanes and merge behind a vehicle on the outside lane within two thirds of a
minute. In general, if seeing the first guide sign upstream of an exit, a driver would have
been in a lane next or close to the outside lane when seeing the second exit sign.
It is known that most drivers navigate their trips with additional information other
than solely relying on the information provided by the guide signs. One may even argue
that a daily commuter pays little attention to the exit guide signs because a programmed
route has been stored in her/his mind. Anyway, the exit guide signs provide valuable
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information to a driver who isn’t quite familiar with the intended/planned exit locations
on his/her trips.
A practitioner may tune the physical parameters for the framework to determine the
required distance ‘D’ for setting the exit sign location upstream. It is anticipated that this
framework when coupled with engineering experiences and/or a practitioner’s
engineering judgment, would serve as the base for deciding the highway exit sign
locations where upon seeing the exit sign, a driver would be left with enough time to
exit the highway safely and smoothly either by merging behind a vehicle on the outside
lane or overtaking a slower vehicle on the outside lane to merge ahead.
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